Superhydrophobicity (observed at room temperature) and Leidenfrost phenomenon (observed on very hot solids) are classical examples of nonwetting surfaces. It was found that combining the two effects by heating waterrepellent materials leads to a marked yet unexplained decrease of the Leidenfrost temperature of water. We discuss here how heat enhances superhydrophobicity by favoring a "cold Leidenfrost regime" where water adhesion becomes nonmeasurable even at moderate substrate temperature. Heat is found to induce contradictory effects (sticking due to vapor condensation, and lift due to the spreading of vapor patches), which is eventually shown to be controllable by the solid surface texture. The transition to the levitating Leidenfrost regime is observed to be continuous as a function of temperature, contrasting with the transition on common solids.
INTRODUCTION
A volatile liquid on a hot solid levitates above its vapor if the substrate temperature T exceeds the so-called Leidenfrost point (1) . This temperature, often denoted as T L , is on the order of 200°C for water on smooth metals (2), a value that remains to be understood (3, 4) . Above T L , levitation provides nonadhesiveness, and it makes liquids spectacularly mobile (4) : Drops in the Leidenfrost state move under the action of tiny forces, which was exploited to generate selfpropulsion on asymmetric textures (5) . In addition, vapor insulates the liquid from its substrate, which triggers a strong reduction of thermal exchanges (2) . In contrast, if the solid temperature lies between the boiling point T b and the Leidenfrost point T L , then the liquid experiences nucleate boiling, with marked consequences on both heat transfer and liquid persistence (3) .
The thermal properties of both liquid (2, 3, 6 ) and solid (6, 7) affect the Leidenfrost temperature. However, the combination of liquid and solid is often imposed by applications, which requires ingenious strategies to control T L and, thus, the conditions where boiling or insulation happens. Roughness at the solid surface was found to deeply affect the Leidenfrost point. On the one hand, hydrophilic texture can increase T L up to about 450°C, a way to enhance thermal fluxes and evaporative cooling (8, 9) . On the other hand, experiments by Vakarelski et al. (10) recently suggested that hydrophobic texture may stabilize the vapor layer down to the boiling point T b of water. The latter situation thus generates a "cold Leidenfrost regime" in water where levitation and its thermal and hydrodynamic consequences are extended by about 100°C compared to usual cases (11, 12) . This finding is of obvious practical interest, considering the gain in thermal energy needed to trigger levitation, drag reduction of hot solids (13, 14) , or augmented drop lifetime (10) . By scanning T between room temperature and T L , we explore here the characteristics of the cold Leidenfrost regime.
The Leidenfrost transition
In Fig. 1A , we first compare the conformation of water drops (volume,  = 4 l) placed on hydrophilic (blue frame) or superhydrophobic (red frame) materials brought to temperature T. The hydrophilic solid is a bare silicon wafer that water meets with advancing and receding angles  a = 42 ± 2° and  r = 16 ± 2°. The repellent material is a wafer coated with hydrophobic nanobeads (Glaco coating; see Materials and Methods), which provides  a = 165 ± 2° and  r = 160 ± 2°. The wettability contrast between both solids is obvious at T = 20°C, and it persists up to T b = 100°C. Beyond T b , nucleate boiling occurs on the hydrophilic substrate, as expected, while neither boiling nor apparent change in drop shape is seen on the superhydrophobic material. It is only above the Leidenfrost point on the hydrophilic material (T L ≈ 210°C) that both drops become undistinguishable, a consequence of a similar levitation on vapor. Hence, the Leidenfrost transition on repellent materials cannot be evidenced by direct visualization since water switches from a poorly wetting state at ambient temperature to a vapor-levitating state at high temperature with little change in contact angle. In addition, nucleate boiling does not act as an indicator of temperature when the substrate temperature crosses 100°C, which can be seen as a hallmark of hot repellent materials, an effect that can be further exploited to reduce thermal exchanges and avoid massive gas production.
The sharp contrast between the two materials is also obvious when plotting the lifetime  of a given volume of water ( = 20 l) as a function of the substrate temperature T (Fig. 1B) . Drops are trapped in shallow cavities machined in aluminum blocks, the metal being either bare (hydrophilic, blue) or Glaco coated (superhydrophobic, red). As seen in the figure, the lifetime on the hydrophilic solid sharply decreases from about 2 min at T = 85°C to a fraction of a second above T b = 100°C (boiling regime). At larger T,  markedly increases up to a maximum that defines the Leidenfrost temperature (T L ≈ 210°C). Above T L ,  slowly decreases with T, a classical observation in the Leidenfrost regime: Vapor insulates water from its substrate, which prevents boiling and impedes evaporation. On the superhydrophobic material, the behavior is very different below T L . The lifetime is always much larger than the former, and its decay with temperature is slower, both facts arising from the repellencyinduced reduction of solid-liquid contact area. Beyond T b ,  remains high (a few minutes) and it smoothly decreases with T so that the Leidenfrost transition seems to be continuous instead of abrupt. Last, both lifetimes above T L become comparable, showing that the Leidenfrost regime at high T does not depend on the solid wettability anymore.
The plot in Fig. 1B raises a number of questions. We know that water (weakly) contacts superhydrophobic materials at room temperature, while it levitates at high temperature, so that we still expect a Leidenfrost transition. The absence of nucleate boiling makes us anticipate a Leidenfrost point T* < T L , but the continuity in the data does not allow us to detect this point although it makes us suspect that the nature of the transition is modified. Our aim here is to describe what happens on water-repellent substrates below T L , which we do by characterizing the water adhesion and by visualizing the solid-liquid interface.
Adhesion measurements
Adhesion is classically quantified by the roll-off angle of millimeter-sized drops. We placed a given volume  of water on a Glaco-coated substrate brought to a temperature T and tilted until it reaches the value  at which water departs. As sketched in Fig. 2A , we assume that the drop with apparent contact radius r meets the substrate with respective angles  a and  r at its leading and trailing edges so that the contact angle hysteresis cos = cos r -cos a can be deduced from the force balance at departure, as first discussed by Furmidge (15) . This balance states r(cos r -cos a ) ≈ gsin, denoting  and  as the surface tension and density of water and g as the acceleration of gravity. Contact angle hysteresis is a dimensionless measurement of adhesion possibly varying between 0 (no adhesion) and 2 (maximum adhesion).
The critical tilt  is plotted in Fig. 2B as a function of the substrate temperature T for three volumes . Its value logically decreases when drops are larger. The graphs are not monotonic in T. The low value of  at T = 24°C gradually increases with temperature, and it is multiplied by a factor 3 as the temperature reaches ~70°C, but this regime of enhanced sticking is followed by a decrease in adhesion, up to T ≈ 130°C, where the critical tilt even becomes nonmeasurable ( ≈ 0). Hence, Fig. 2B allows us to unambiguously distinguish the small pinning on a water-repellent material (seen at room temperature) from the zero adhesion characterizing a Leidenfrost state. Specifically, the Leidenfrost point is found to be around T* ≈ 130°C, a temperature both much smaller than T L ≈ 210°C and substantially higher than T b ≈ 100°C. By measuring the contact radius r in each experiment ( fig. S1 ) and using Furmidge's equation (where both  and  are taken at the substrate temperature T), we deduce the contact angle hysteresis cos. As we plot cos as a function of T, we observe that the data fairly converge ( on a warm superhydrophobic solid generally follows three successive regimes when increasing temperature, which we now discuss.
The different regimes of adhesion 1) As a substrate gets warmer, water evaporation is favored. The repellent Glaco coating consists of random aggregates of nanobeads forming a porous structure with submicrometric depth, as seen in the image displayed in Fig. 3A . Vapor produced by evaporation can condense inside the pores, which eventually creates liquid bridges between the substrate and the drop (16, 17) and enhances adhesion, as reported in Fig. 2C . We can assess this interpretation by testing a substrate where the formation of these bridges was shown to be negligible. Water condensing on dense arrays of hydrophobic nanocones (Fig. 3B) does not stick on them, a consequence of the geometrical expulsion of water nuclei from conical structures (17) . Performing the experiment sketched in Fig. 2A allows us to compare adhesion on Glaco coating to that on nanocones with similar adhesion at 20°C (Fig. 3C) . Instead of the nonmonotonic behavior reported earlier (blue data), we observe a continuous decay of cos from its low value at room temperature to zero above T* ≈ 130°C (red data). This experiment thus validates our scenario of condensation-induced adhesion on common water-repellent materials between 20° and 60°/70°C. 2) As seen in Fig. 2C , adhesion decreases from its maximum at ~70°C to its vanishing at ~130°C. Increasing temperature and approaching the boiling point oppose the formation of water nuclei in the texture, which contributes to lower adhesion. We can go further by imaging the bottom interface of the drop. To that end, we use sapphire as a substrate, which combines high thermal conductivity with transparency, the latter property being conserved after Glaco coating owing to the nanosize texture. An inverted microscope (see Materials and Methods) provides an image of the interface at the drop base (Fig. 4A) . As shown by Mahadevan and Pomeau (18) , the radius r of the contact area is expressed by the relationship r ≈ R 2 , denoting  −1 = (/g) 1/2 as the capillary length.  −1 varies from 2.7 mm at room temperature to 2.5 mm at the boiling point so that the contact radius of a millimeter-size drop is typically 400 m, significantly smaller than R. At moderate temperature (T < 60°C), the contact zone is gray with white dots (for T = 51°C; Fig. 4B ), a heterogeneous appearance arising from air trapped in the texture. This picture is deeply modified above 60° to 70°C. Then, we observe the formation of gray patches with well-defined contours (highlighted in red in the figure for T = 75°C). These patches grow as a function of temperature until they fully invade the contact zone where they generate interferences, as seen in Fig. 4B for T = 150°C.
The patches are vapor bubbles, as better seen in Fig. 4C , where we display close-up views of their central region. We observe fringes, from which we can deduce that these spherical vapor/liquid interfaces meet the substrate with an advancing contact angle  v as low as 2° ( fig. S5 ): Vapor is close to "wet" the material whose superhydrophobicity implies superaerophilicity. At the same time, the contours of the bubbles are found to be distorted: Vapor bubbles are pinned in the texture and just grow from their nucleation site. Low  v also implies that even a small volume of vapor induces a significant coverage of the solid: A bubble with radius r v = 100 m encloses a volume r v 3  v /4 of typically 30 pl, which would cover a surface area about 20 times smaller on a smooth hydrophobic surface ( v = 90°). The total coverage  v of the surface by vapor can be determined through image analysis. Defined as the ratio of the patch area over the whole contact area r 2 ,  v is, for instance, ~0.4 at 75°C (Fig. 4B) . At much larger T (for instance, 150°C in the same figure),  v has reached its maximum  v = 1, and the image is fully covered by the fringes arising from the presence of a thin continuous vapor film, as reported on regular (hydrophilic) solids above the Leidenfrost point (19, 20) .
We report in Fig. 4D how the vapor coverage  v increases with temperature T. We obtained each ensemble of data after depositing a water drop with volume  = 4 l and following the evolution of  v during the first 10 s after deposition (a shorter time compared to the lifetime ). At fixed temperature T, we observed that  v quickly reaches a stationary value that corresponds to the balance between vapor leakage inside the porous texture and vapor injection from the evaporating drop. This stationary value of  v rapidly increases with T around 70°C, a critical behavior that explains the large error bars observed in this regime. Then, it gradually tends toward unity, a behavior accompanied by a decrease of the error bars. The invasion of vapor above 70°C tends to depin water from the solid substrate, which explains the decay of adhesion constituting the second regime in Fig. 2C . The Leidenfrost transition on a superhydrophobic material eventually appears to be a continuous phenomenon, instead of a discontinuous one on regular solids, in agreement with the qualitative observations in Fig. 1. 3) Adhesion becomes nonmeasurable when the Leidenfrost film fully occupies the contact zone, which consistently occurs around Fig. 4B show a buoyancydriven blister, as observed on conventional materials above T L (19) (20) (21) . Apart from an increase in the film thickness, this situation does not evolve when increasing the temperature. Hence, the third regime is an extended Leidenfrost regime, which confirms the observations in Fig. 2C . The Leidenfrost point is lowered by about 80°C compared to flat hydrophilic solids. This strong reduction is made possible by the invasion and coalescence of wetting vapor patches on the highly hydrophobic material, which happens around 130°C. The Leidenfrost transition might naturally occur at the boiling point of water, but this value is slightly shifted in our experiments. The fact that evaporative cooling lowers the solid temperature in the contact zone and that the vapor film insulates the liquid qualitatively explain that the Leidenfrost temperature is larger than 100°C, although the use of hydrophobic texture allows us to approach this limit.
DISCUSSION
Our interpretation was based on a quasi-static representation of water drops. However, motion is expected in liquids contacting hot solids and thus subjected to temperature differences of a few degrees between their base and their top (22) . Convection was reported in water evaporating on repellent materials and attributed to both Marangoni and buoyancy effects (22, 23) . In fig. S6 , we report particle image velocimetry measurements performed in millimetric drops placed on hot substrates. In all cases, we observed a rolling motion at the scale of the drop, with typical velocities V in the range of millimeters per second and increasing with the substrate temperature T. The viscous force exerted by the drop on the substrate scales as (V/R)r 2 , and it becomes comparable to the adhesion force rcos when the flow velocity is on the order of Rcos/r, a speed that can fall to ~10 cm/s for our less adhesive substrates (cos ≈ 10 −3
). This velocity, however, remains large compared to that measured in the liquid, which justifies why we could neglect the role of these flows in our analysis. Also in the context of dynamics, another case of interest is that of impacting drops. Then, the Leidenfrost transition is known to shift to a (much) higher temperature (24) owing to the enhancement of liquid/solid contact brought by inertia. It would be interesting to see how this effect is modified when using repellent materials, a situation where we should observe a weaker Leidenfrost shift than that found with hydrophilic solids.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments were carried out using deionized water and various substrates placed on heating plates. The solid temperature was determined using a surface probe with an accuracy of ±1.5°C. The different substrates were silicon wafer, sapphire (from UQG Ltd.), and aluminum or brass samples smoothed with a rubber polishing block supplied by Holmenkol. Tilt angles were measured by a digital inclinometer (accuracy of 0.05°) purchased from RS.
Glaco coating was made with a colloidal solution, the Glaco Mirror Coat Zero purchased from Soft99 Co. Solids drawn out of Glaco solutions are post-baked at 250°C for 30 min, a process repeated three times to provide a homogeneous coating. After three coatings, the thickness of the coating is submicrometric, as shown by scanning electron microscopy in Fig. 3A . Advancing and receding angles of water at ambient temperature were  a = 165 ± 2° and  r = 160 ± 2°, respectively, which led to a very low contact angle hysteresis cos on the order of 10 −2 . As described by Checco et al. (25) , nanocones are fabricated by combining block copolymer self-assembly with anisotropic plasma etching in silicon, which provides large-area (~4 cm 2 ) textures with ~10-nm feature size and long-range order. Etching is isotropic using a hydrogen bromide:chloride:oxygen (HBr:Cl 2 :O 2 ) chemistry, which generates cones with height of 115 nm and spacing of 52 nm. They were made hydrophobic by chemical vapor deposition of 1H,1H, 2H,2H-perfluorodecyl-trichlorosilane referenced as L16584.03 in VWR.
The base of the drops in Fig. 4 was imaged using a 4× objective mounted on an inverted microscope (AmScope IN300-FL) connected to a high-speed camera (Photron FASTCAM SA3). Illumination was provided via a filter cube (fluorescein isothiocyanate) consisting of a semireflective mirror, a filter ( = 475 ± 15 nm) for the incident light (no filter for the emitted/reflected light).
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/ content/full/5/6/eaaw0304/DC1 Fig. S1 . Contact radius r of a water drop placed on a hot superhydrophobic solid, as defined in Fig. 2A . Fig. S2 . Contact angle hysteresis cos on Glaco-coated substrates as a function of T for drops having initially either a temperature Td = 20°C (blue data) or the same temperature as the substrate (Td = T, red data). Fig. S3 . Water adhesion on heated brass coated by a commercial colloidal repellent material (Ultra-Ever Dry, UltraTech International). 
